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The future has 
arrived…















… or has it?
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14 Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/stonechat/6772642995/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/stonechat/6772642995/
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Much more to be 
done







Tengah town centre, Singapore (© HDB)



How can we use 
disruption to reinvent 
transport – and deliver 
better outcomes?
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Urban 
Solutions

Cutting transport emissions Cutting congestion

Connecting in areas of deprivation Improving the commuteUnlocking new homes

Urban 
Challenges

Air pollution Congestion

Unequitable access Access to jobsNeed for more homes
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Solutions
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1
From planes, 
trains and 
automobiles… to 
homes, jobs and 
equity



We need to redefine 
the outcomes we want 
from transport















1
From planes, 
trains and 
automobiles… to 
homes, jobs and 
equity



2
From provider 
pays…
to beneficiary pays



We need to harness 
new funding streams 
for transport















City level:
• Showing the way: A 

model for ‘Sydney-
friendly’ development

• Supporting the city’s 
overall growth objectives
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2
From provider 
pays…
to beneficiary pays



3
From static…
to real-time



We need to use new 
data streams to design 
transport that truly 
serves our users
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Population 
and 

employ-
ment

forecasts

Link and O-
D flows, 

travel 
times, 

costs etc

Transport network and service attributes



Reality 4-Step

Averaged and aggregated Individuals 

4-step aggregates people, so it is a poor predictor of individual behavior
The four-step model generally aggregates travelers into large homogenous groups 
with ‘average’ characteristics. This aggregation makes the model poor at predicting an 
individuals behavior. Spatial aggregation of trips into zones instead of households also 
occurs. 

Actual 

Home to 
work trips 

only

Average 
weekday 

peak hour 

All London trips in 
a week

Sampled 
group

Modelled Poor data quality

• Modelling is informed by tiny amount of 
sampled trips

• Budget constrained models only 
acknowledge home<>work trips

• Input data is expensive to collect and 
tends to be old (Making it hard to 
measure ‘live’ trends like peer-to-peer 
ridesharing)

• We only consider peak hours

• Lack of constraints in mode choice 
process. E.g. vehicle availability

4-Step Reality 

Humans do not think in four steps
People make decisions in a more nebulous and simultaneous way than the linear, 
non-iterative four step process used in modelling. Without a feedback mechanism, 
travel demand is independent of the characteristics of the transportation system 
(demand / capacity). That lack of iteration means you lose lots of relationship 
between variables, e.g. journey times influence mode choice, but people’s aggregate 
mode choices also influence journey times. Some four step models are starting to 
include feedback loops though. 

1 2 3 4
1

2
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4 step ignores short trips
Trips below a certain distance are 
normally excluded from modelling. 
Four step modelling is typically 
concerned with zone to zone travel.

13 min 10 min 12 min

Classed as a subway ride 

4-step oversimplifies multi-modal trips
Models have a hierarchy of modes that under values 
walking in its classification of trips. For example, if one trip 
includes 20mins of walking and a 10min subway ride, it is 
classed as a subway ride.  Walking is only considered as a 
trip when the whole trip is walked. 

4 step ignores active travel
Models often do not consider 
active transportation modes
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4-Step Reality 

A B A C

B

to
via

4-step ignores multi-leg trips
Humans tend to group activities to minimize travel; this is not recognized in traditional 
models. In four step only an A to B trip is possible; reality journeys tend to be more 
complex (A to B to C).

4-step ignores individuals’ travel history
In a traditional model the mode chosen for a trip from A to B is independent of the 
mode chosen for the return journey (B to A). In reality, past travel history can 
influence future mode choice. For example if I drive to the shop I am likely to drive 
home.

4-Step Reality 

A B

A B
Independent 

A B

A B
Related

Manually intensive, slow processing
Model runs usually require significant manual 
intervention and ‘calibration’, meaning modelling a 
new scenario can take weeks to turn around

New business models and technologies are not well reflected
New technologies such as drone deliveries and driverless cars will have an impact on movement patterns and demand levels, 
but 4-step modelling is not well equipped to deal with these and similar phenomena. 

New working patterns
Model runs usually require significant manual intervention and 
‘calibration’, meaning modelling a new scenario can take weeks 
to turn around







Mobility Mosaic



3
From static…
to real-time



4
From fixed…
to flexible



We need to build 
flexible, adaptable 
infrastructure



Roman aqueduct, Italy

















4
From fixed…
to flexible



5
From 
deliverer…
to orchestra 
conductor



Cities must become 
more purposeful 
policy makers, so that 
new technologies can 
improve our cities



Privately 
operated

Licensed Franchised Publicly 
operated



Privately 
operated

Licensed Franchised Publicly 
operated



Privately 
operated

Licensed Franchised Publicly 
operated



Privately 
operated

Licensed Franchised Publicly 
operated
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5
From 
deliverer…
to orchestra 
conductor



6
From stakeholder 
engagement
… to co-creation



We can co-design 
‘from the grassroots’ 
to define better 
transport solutions





Today



Future





















6
From stakeholder 
engagement
… to co-creation



From 

1 Transport outcomes
2 Provider pays
3 Static data
4 Fixed infrastructure
5 Public sector as deliverer
6 Stakeholder engagement

To

… non-transport outcomes
… beneficiary pays
… real-time
… flexible
… ‘orchestra conductor’
… co-creation with public



Thank you

isabel.dedring@arup.com

elizabeth.halsted@arup.com
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